FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AudioControl Brings The Cinema Designer Services Along With Best-inClass Theater Amplifiers to Premium A/V Dealers and Custom Integrators
AudioControl dealers can now benefit from a powerful home theater design tool enabling them to
quickly and easily generate standards-based drawings and documentation with performance
projections that they can effectively present to clients or prospects

Seattle, WA, March 8th, 2018 – AudioControl (audiocontrol.com), makers of innovative highperformance audio solutions for the residential, commercial and automotive markets has joined
The Cinema Designer (TCD) manufacturer database, enabling any authorized AudioControl
home cinema installers, designers, dealers or distributors anywhere in the world to utilize the
TCD tool in support of their theater designs. The Cinema Designer software helps integrators
efficiently design standards-based home cinemas and media rooms using AudioControl’s
impressive array of theater processors and amplifiers.
How The Cinema Designer Benefits Dealers/Integrators
TCD is a CEDIA award-winning cloud-based tool that enables dealers to design a dedicated
cinema or media room easily and efficiently. TCD allows users to create technically correct
theater designs, support documents and aesthetic renders including a 3D CAD drawing. TCD is
available to users all over the world and provides all relevant documentation for theatre design,
including audio and video calibration reports.
AudioControl Products in TCD
The AudioControl models included in TCD’s design tool are the Concert AVR-9 and AVR-7
receivers, the Maestro M9 and M5 processors as well as the Pantages G3, Savoy G3 and Bijou
amplifiers.
“We are pleased to have joined TCD and bring additional support services and increased
operational efficiency to our dealers and integrators worldwide,” stated Chris Kane, Vice
President Of Sales & Marketing at AudioControl.
Inquiries about TCD membership (www.thecinemadesigner.com) and/or available free training
webinars should be directed to welcome@thecinemadesigner.com
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About AudioControl
AudioControl is a leading designer and manufacturer of innovative high-performance audio solutions for
the residential, commercial and automotive markets since 1977. Based in Seattle, WA, AudioControl
offers premium quality home theater and whole-house entertainment products, distributed audio

amplifiers for commercial applications and a legacy of outstanding car audio processors, amplifiers and
OEM interface solutions sold and installed worldwide by qualified professionals. For more information visit
audiocontrol.com or contact AudioControl at +1 425-775-8461 or e-mail sound.great@audiocontrol.com.
About The Cinema Designer
The Cinema Designer (TCD) is a cloud-based, interactive, standards-driven online tool that calculates in
minutes what would typically take an experienced cinema designer weeks to design, producing a
complete 35+ page cinema design proposal including audio and video calibration reports, visualized
renders replicating exactly what the finished room will look like, and 3D CAD drawings of the room. TCD
brings the entire cinema design process into one place: the user enters in the dimensions of the room and
then works methodically through the entire cinema design. TCD specifies the precise location of the
loudspeakers, screen, seating, projector, provides amplification and processor requirements, acoustic
treatments, calculates the RT60 value, exports to D-Tools, and much more. Using TCD is the only way
home technology professionals can accurately design technically perfect high render channel count
immersive audio home theatres in such a short space of time. The software is available to users all over
the world, producing documentation that meets the minimum standard required to enter the CEDIA
Awards in its cinema and media room design categories. https://thecinemadesigner.com
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